The Man in the White Suit (TMITWS) is rarely mentioned in relation to design practice, beyond its relevance to "smart fabrics," but every design professional should see this cautionary tale of an individual battling an industry. [1] The film’s obsessive protagonist, Sidney Stratton (Alec Guinness) works as a cleaner at Corland textile mill while secretly pursuing chemical experiments. Upon discovery, he is sacked and moves to Birnley mill where his technical expertise gains him access to the research lab. Birnley’s daughter (Joan Crawford) persuades her father to give Stratton a contract and facilities. He no longer needs to improvise his experiments on borrowed bench space and is granted exclusive use of lab facilities, to avoid industrial espionage. The dangerous nature of his experiments (and his disregard for personal safety) ensures that the physical destruction of his workshop serves as a visual manifestation of the fate of his invention. His fabric, which never gets dirty or tears, can mimic a range of existing applications. Its durability threatens the entire textile industry and it is opposed by trade unions and mill owners alike. The title suggests both savior (as Stratton’s champion/love-interest Crawford sees it) and madman (The Man in the White Straightjacket?): ultimately, Stratton’s determination to realize his invention remains undefeated. [2]

Adapted from a play by Roger MacDougall, TMITWS was released in the UK in 1951 by the celebrated Ealing Studios in the year that the Festival of Britain promoted understanding of British design, culture and industry. In depicting Stratton at the centre of competing forces, the film exemplifies Ealing’s realism and critique of “post-war restrictions and institutions”. Indeed, Sarah Street notes that TMITWS was “made in the same year that a manufacturer’s cartel opposed the production of long-life light bulbs”. [3] While TMITWS was well received on release [4], BAFTA-nominated for Best Film and Best British Film and for best screenplay at the 1953 Oscars, it has since been criticised for typifying Ealing’s characteristically middle-class outlook in deriding the cooperation of working class unions and upper-class mill owners. [5]

Like Tucker, the Man and his Dream (Francis Ford Coppola, 1988), TMITWS exemplifies the individualist narrative which dominates popular representations of designers, inventors and scientists, even though it is completely at odds with the realities of team work, cooperation and compromise common to these practices. This inaccuracy has been criticized by Robert A. Jones, who notes that in TMITWS “the stereotype of the artist is used as a model for the scientist because of the lack of familiarity with the nature of scientific creativity.” [6] Notwithstanding this mismatch, and Stratton’s downfall, he has been described as the “patron saint” of plucky inventors such as Clive Sinclair (of
Spectrum computers and the C5 electric vehicle), James Dyson (of the eponymous vacuum cleaner) and Trevor Bayliss (who invented a wind-up radio). [7] TMITWS, like other individualist narratives, reminds designers of the need for optimistic determination even as it ultimately bolsters cynicism about industry support. In tracking the competition over ownership, control and suppression of Stratton’s invention, TMITWS offers designers a tragic-comic case study of intellectual property, the economics of creativity and market forces. [8] While TMITWS has been described as a “battle between inventor and capital” fitting the Hollywood genre of “entrepreneurial success story”, in which creative eccentrics transform corrupt organizations, it is emphatically not a Hollywood movie and – crucially – its protagonist is economically naive. [9] As Street concludes, “the conflict between technical invention and traditional commercial interests” is resolved not through inventive genius, but by “recognising the tenacity of economic, social and bureaucratic obstacles.” [10] Ultimately, Stratton’s experience is a warning for designers of the need to balance individual creativity with market forces.
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